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When Jesus came in the form of a servant, he was not concealing whom God is. He was revealing who God is.

As Russian troops surrounded the capital city of Ukraine, 
President Zelenskyy went into the street to send a clear message of 
defiance at his nation's darkest hours. He said, “We're all here 
defending our independence, our country, and it will stay this way 
even if this is the last time you see me alive." He refused offers to 
leave even as intelligence sources warned that he was 'target No 1' 
for the invading Russian forces. He responded to the offer with a 
blunt assertion, "The fight is here; I need ammunition, not a ride 
out."

He has been called an ordinary man with an extraordinary sense of duty. Some people 
have compared his courage to Winston Churchill who said, “The whole fury and 
might of the enemy must soon be turned on us. Hitler knows he will have to break us 
or lose the war.  Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties.” As bombs devastated 
entire city blocks, and bridges fell, as the blitzkrieg and sirens shrieked night after 
night, Prime Minster Churchill refused to surrender or compromise.  He said, “Wars 
are not won by evacuations."  

"Surrender is not an option if you plan to win a war." 
Lots of Americans are waking up to the fact that we have real enemies both foreign and DOMESTIC! 
Communist Russia and China don’t want to just get along, they want to defeat us! 

President Trump said, “The problem is not that Putin is so smart, the problem is that our leaders are so dumb. 
Putin thinks, ‘I can take over a whole country and all they’re going to do is sanction me? They’re not going to 
blow me to pieces?’ Putin made his ruthless decision to invade Ukraine after he saw the pathetic US withdrawal 
from Afghanistan that left Americans hostage and abandoned 85 BILLION dollars of the finest military 
equipment behind. So far, they’ve allowed Putin to get away with this assault on humanity! Putin is playing Biden 
like a drum, and it’s not pretty to watch.” President Trump speaking CPAC Feb 26, 2022

Living in Communist Russia #1773

Jamie Glazov, editor of Frontpage Magazine, and author of High Noon for America: The Coming 
Showdown, fled from the USSR and describes the terror and oppression under Communism! Even in their 
homes, they spoke in hushed tones for fear that someone might turn them in to the authorities. Fear reigned, as 
the very real threat of family members being taken out of their home in the middle of the night, never to be seen 
again, was common.  Jamie’s fathers took the perilous risk to request a visa to leave the USSR’s ‘paradise’ that 
could have resulted in his being imprisoned and drugged for being psychotic, wanting to leave the insane 
communist USSR! How ironic! 

As a graduate student, Jamie tells how professors taught that communism is wonderful and capitalism is 
oppressive! How can communist professors be so deceived to believe that communism is great when it has failed 
to do anything good wherever it’s tried, but results in hundreds of millions of innocent people being slaughtered? 

Russian born Jamie Glazov describes his astonishment at grocery stores in America being full of a myriad of 
choices, the ice cream flavors, the TV, books, the free speech – people talking out loud and writing negative 
things about their government, and FREEDOM to live at peace without fear, was like heaven on earth.  He was 
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amazed at how we take these things for granted. He was dumbfounded as a graduate student that his university 
professors believed and taught that communism is great but capitalism is oppressive when it’s just the opposite! 

Leftists are trying to deceive naïve Americans that they want to ‘build back 
better’ to build their humanist utopia! The Left is at war against Christian 
America to destroy our culture and build their ‘paradise’ on top of our 
ashes. But every attempt to build a HUMANIST heaven on earth results in 
a living HELL on earth. 
Communism is a religion of oppression and tyranny. Christianity has been 
the basis of our freedom. Patrick Henry said it best, “This nation was founded, 

not by religionists but by Christians, not on religion but the gospel of Jesus Christ.”What made America 
different from all others throughout history? 
After thousands of years of tyranny, mankind finally made a new form of government, a unique system of self- 
government that was “of the people, by the people and for the people.” A government controlled by the people, 
with the consent of the governed. America was the first nation in history with a foundation based on Biblical 
concepts. America is the only nation in history to put our sovereignty into the hands of “we the people!” 

Russian military scientist, Dr Igor Shafhid, author of Inside the Red Zone, was a medical doctor who treated 
nuclear radiated soldiers following the Chernobyl accident, says that God has supernaturally protected 
America, acting as a Supernatural Shield against devastation. If we don’t turn back to him, we will experience a 
nuclear nightmare. Dr Shafhid wrote, “Some of the most virulent agents like Ebola, smallpox and plague were 
developed in Russia for attacks on American cities. With our border wide open, it would be easy for terrorists to 
set off waves of destruction, chaos and death.” He said, “We could lose a city to terrorists and recover, but if we 
adopt a communist ideology, the whole country is lost.” 

Communist Infiltration #1772 
After generations of indoctrination, young Americans have become little Marxists! They have been indoctrinated 
to hate their own country and reject capitalism!  According to a YouGov poll, 36% of millennials say that they 
approve of communism, up significantly from 28% in 2018. They have never been taught the evils of communism. 

Communism leaves 'trails of corpses' wherever it goes! 
The Communist Manifesto is the most assigned economics book on US college campuses! Young Americans 
naively think communism, creates equality. Dennis Prager, at Prageru.com/video, said: “They think that in 
communism, everyone shares everything equally! But it is capitalism alone that has produced freedom and lifted 
millions of people out of poverty while communism has kept millions impoverished and crushed freedom.”  

“Communism IS EVIL!! Given the sad state of our educational system, most young people are ignorant of this 
evil. This evil can happen to any country. The vast leaders of communist regimes or those who helped those 
leaders torture, enslave and murder vast numbers of people were normal people. Of course, some were 
psychopaths, but the majority were not. Any society, including free ones, can devolve into communism.” Prager 

“Socialism has a record so blatant that only an intellectual could ignore it.” Thomas Sowell 
Communists put crowns of barbed wire on the heads of pastors, buried men alive, crucified Christians, burned 
prisoners over a slow fire, made prisoners stand naked in the frost and poured water on them till they became 
statues of ice, kept living prisoners in coffins with decaying corpses, skinned them alive, put mice in tubes which 
were closed at one end, while the other was affixed to the belly of a prisoner. Then they heated the tube, forcing 
the mice to try to escape into the man's belly. 

In 1970, Yuri Bezmenov, a Russian KGB officer specializing in communist propaganda, abandoned the KGB and 
devoted his life to telling people what he and the KGB had been doing to our nation to undermine our freedom 
and system of government and replace it with communism. In 1984, Yuri Bezmenov gave a speech (we play cuts 
of that speech) revealing the KGB strategy to get our schools to teach the idea of social justice - which means 
taking from those who worked for it and giving it to those who didn’t, which is redistribution of wealth!  

Yuri Bezmenov says the best way to take over a country is by subterfuge and even not firing a shot. 
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Look how well it worked by looking at what young people believe! Unaware of the lies they were taught, 36% of 
millennials approve of communism and would exchange it for their rights and freedoms. Without knowing their 
true American history, students have been easily brainwashed to hate our nation and bring it down!  

Bezmenov gave us the answer on how to reverse or at least slow our slide into communism, and it’s to teach 
patriotism. Teach that their nation is not evil.  

1776 Commission 
! Trump began the 1776 Commission to teach our true history, how we’ve helped other nations and benefited

all of humanity with inventions and a demonstration of how freedom can work.
! But Biden abolished his 1776 Commission because it is antithetical to what Marxists want to do to continue

distorting and lying about our history and continue the march to communism.
! The 1776 Commission explains why America is special and how our founding documents came to be and

why they should be honored.  But that’s an anathema to the globalists. That speaks volumes about Biden and
his Marxist party. That’s why President Joe Biden banned it on his first day in office.

tonThe Left’s history agenda is to indoctrinate the lie of the 1619 Project that invents the fantasy that the 
primary reason for the American Revolution was to preserve slavery. This is an indoctrination aimed at 
dividing our nation by pushing a radical Marxism that tears us apart! That’s the goal of Marxism. 

In godless, Democrat-controlled cities like San Francisco, and others, they have 
eliminated Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Francis Scott Key, Paul Revere and Roosevelt and 
40 others for their school names. They’ve erased our greatest men in our history from 
textbooks. There's a reason young Americans today are the least patriotic generation in 
history.  Joe Biden and his Department of Ed. made it clear that they ARE on the left! The 
district’s renaming committee decided Lincoln is not worthy of keeping his name on Abraham 

Lincoln High School because “Lincoln did not demonstrate that “black lives mattered to him!” 
What blatant, audacious propaganda! 

If they were honest about their true motives, they’d change the name to Karl Marx High School or Vladimir 
Lenin Academy. They even tore down statues of abolitionists, just because those guys were white.  

America’s Most Radical President #1774 
“Joe Biden is America’s most RADICAL president,” said Victor Davis Hanson. “Although Joe was elected as a 
moderate Democrat, he is radically transforming our nation.” “He took the world’s largest oil exporter and BLEW 
it up!” “Biden has made Europe dependent on Russian oil and thus threatened Europe’s independence.”  

How did America go from being independent to being in debt to over $30 trillion 
dollars? Prov 22:7: “The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is slave of the 
lender.” This is a warning that our national debt enslaves us.  

Why has our nation allowed the invasion by over 2 million illegals in one year? How 
did this nation of 330 million people choose such an incompetent man to be our 
President? (Besides the obvious voter fraud!) 

Is the leadership in Washington just weak and confused or radical and Marxist? 
Victor Hanson Davis, author of The Dying Citizen – How Progressive Elites and Globalism are Destroying the 
Idea of America, tells how President Trump made America oil independent for the first time in 72 years. 
American oil production brought the price of oil down so low that it crushed Russia’s economy and halted their 
invasion aspirations. But Biden foolishly issued an executive order to cancel the Keystone Pipeline on his first 
day in office. Why? Is he trying to please his radical environmental “green” base to replace it with wind and 
solar energy by raising the price of oil so high that we will have to switch to electric vehicles? The result of his 
folly was that now we import more oil from Russia than is produced in Alaska.   

The U.S. holds more oil reserves than anyone else in the world, including Saudi Arabia, Russia, and Venezuela. 
Rystad Energy, a Norwegian consultancy, estimates that the U.S. holds 264 billion barrels of oil, more than half 
of which is located in shale. So why are we now net importers of foreign oil and not exporters? 
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The most recent data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration shows that in May, the U.S. imported 
844,000 barrels per day of crude oil and petroleum products from Russia. That’s almost 10% of all the U.S. 
imports for that month. A recent Facebook post wrote,  
"The imbecile in chief is now importing 800,000 barrels/day of oil from Russia. Guess how much oil the 
Keystone XL pipeline would have carried from Canada? I will give you a hint. It’s 800,000 barrels/day." 

So the wrong decision by a misguided President results in our dependence on Russian and Middle Eastern oil 
instead of being oil independent. That’s a threat to our national security.

! What good is citizenship if illegals can vote? Fifteen municipalities across the country
allowed noncitizens to vote in local elections as of January 2022. Last year, 449,163
(enough to sway any election) Californians received a jury summons, which they
declined, using "I am not a citizen. I can’t be on a jury". The source for jury summons
is the VOTER REGISTRATION list. i.e. illegals are voting and cancelling your votes.

“Citizenship is a synonym for a constitutional republic, and it's very rare throughout
history. Individual freedom is fragile and doesn't exist in history very much. It's the

aberration. For most of history, people were not able to choose their leaders, or vote on anything like taxation. 
Throughout history monarchs, Caesars or dictators oppressed people. The idea that you could be a self-governing 
middle-class citizen is very rare.” Victor Hanson Davis 

“We take the concept of the “citizen” for granted. But it’s amongst America’s most profoundly cherished ideals 
Victor Davis Hanson warns that American citizenship is vanishing. Global citizenship has replaced America’s 
borders and rendered U.S. citizenship meaningless. Our 250-year-old American political experiment in liberty is 
faltering. America’s free citizenry is at imminent risk of defeat at the hands of an unelected Deep State allied to a 
globalist elite that jettisoned the Constitution.” Victor Hanson Davis  

Was Jesus A Socialist? #1764

Has our nation become a socialist nation? Rand Paul and his wife Kelly, authors of The Case Against 
Socialism, say socialists professors and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Bernie Sanders use the so called “utopia” 
of Scandinavia as idyllic socialist nations. Socialism is now the ideology du jour on American college campuses 
and among many leftists. Socialism appeals to the young because of loan forgiveness and Medicare-for-all.  

Scandinavian countries tried socialism and it nearly bankrupted them. 
It was capitalism that saved their socialist economies. Socialism, like communism, is a failure resulting in 
starvation, poverty and death. People don’t want to give up their property or pay huge taxes for the ‘good of the 
people’ so they are eliminated or imprisoned for the ‘good of the people’. Desperate refugees flee communist 
Cuba, China and North Korea to escape oppressive censorship, rationed food and squalid hospitals. Socialist 
dictatorships like the Chinese crush freedom of speech and run massive surveillance states while masquerading 
as enlightened modern nations. Far from providing economic freedom, socialist governments enslave their 
citizens. Far from giving equality, they give inequality, eliminate freedom and private property.  

Young Americans don’t know that the socialist USSR, Nazi Germany and China slaughtered about 100 million 
people! Jay Richards, author of Money, Greed, & God, says Jesus’ parable of the talents is a classic case for 
capitalism. Private property ownership is capitalism. The Ten Commandments to not steal or covet, include 
individual ownership of property, otherwise there would be nothing to steal.  

Capitalism vs Socialism 
Professors have convinced many impressionable students that Marxism helps the poor more than capitalism. 

But socialism and communism not only have not helped the poor, they slaughtered them. 
Jesus and the early Christians were not socialists! Jay Richards, author of Money, Greed, & God, says, “Some 
people say the early Christians were socialists since they sold their possessions to give to the church.” Acts 2:45 
A small group of early Christians voluntarily sold their possession to give to their church, not Caesar. Socialism 
is government force taking your money for the government, not the church.  
Private property ownership is capitalism.  
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Jesus parable of the “talents” of money. 
Each servant was given money to invest. Capitalism is investing money to earn more. Jesus said, “Well done to 
the servant who invested wisely and earned more money for his master.”  Capitalism rewards investing, 
innovation and invention. Socialism taxes away profits. So why work when your wages are taxed away? People 
work harder and invest more when they can keep what they earn. 

Why Does God Allow Suffering? #1765 
What do many Christians with weak faith do when disaster strikes? When your life is going well, it’s easy to say, 
“God has a wonderful plan for your life.” But what does that wonderful plan look like to someone who has 
suffered their whole life? TV host, Joni Eareckson Tada, author of more than 50 books including, An 
Unforgettable Story, broke her neck in a diving accident at age 17, severed her spinal cord and has suffered for 
over 50 years with quadriplegia and extreme pain. Then she got breast cancer, a mastectomy and chemo!  

God alone sees into eternity and what He wants us to become! 
God, who merely spoke the universe into existence, is not a genie or Santa Claus. He is God – we are not.  He is 
sovereign! When God became a man, he healed thousands upon thousands of diseased people to demonstrate 
Who He is and His infinite love for people! We only see the present, but He sees into eternity and what He wants 
us to become. To do that, He needs to develop our character and increase our faith through circumstances. "For 
my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways," declares the Lord. "As the heavens are 
higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts.” Isa 55 

For 7 long hours, Jesus let his disciples strain against the storm and ferocious head winds before He came to them 
walking on the water. Why did he watch them struggle for so long? After Jesus 
stopped the storm, he asked, “Why were you afraid?” Obviously they had everything 
to fear! They wondered why HE WASN’T afraid. It was the middle of the night, the 
storm was about to sink their boat and they feared they’d drown. But Jesus’ calmness 
and power to stop the hurricane-like storm amazed them so much that they were 
more afraid of him than the storm. They had never seen the supernatural power that 
Jesus displayed. They realized that Almighty God Himself was in the boat with 
them, and they were terrified by his supernatural power and authority.  

Jesus lets us struggle to develop our faith. Although it’s painful, it’s the only way to mature us. What helps is 
focusing on Jesus and his power and love shown to us in his suffering on the cross to pay for our salvation. 
Paul wrote, “We were under such pressure, far beyond our ability to endure it, so that we despaired even of life. 
This happened so that we might not rely on ourselves but on God who raises the dead. On Him we have set our 
hope that he will deliver us.”  

Even the faintest prayers, the cries of dying people, the sobs of lonely, sick people and those rejected like trash – 
GOD HEARS! Jesus, on his way to the cross amid the noise of the crowds, heard and stopped to answer the blind 
beggar Bartimaeus cry out, “Lord have mercy on me!” Although the crowd told him to be quiet, Bart cried all the 
louder! Jesus, filled with love for him, healed him. 

 Tim Hansel, author of You Gotta Keep Dancin’- In The Midst of Life’s Hurts You Can Choose Joy, suffered a 
tragic fall that broke his back, causing him to be in extreme pain, says, “ This light and momentary affliction is 
preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond comparison!” 

A Neurosurgeon’s View of Life & Death #1770 
We will each face the fear and pain of our death or of a loved one. How we respond will show a deep faith or 
shallow religiosity.  Dr Lee Warren, a neurosurgeon who did brain surgery on our soldiers in the Iraq war when 
bombs were falling all around him, is the author of I’ve Seen the End of You- a Neurosurgeon’s Look at Faith, 
Doubt and the Things We Think We Know. In this gripping, inspirational memoir, you will get an honest look 
between his faith and his medical experience.  

Dr Warren wrote, “There’s a moment before surgery when I think of the spiritual aspect of entering the most 
inner part of a person, a holy place, – their mind. One mistake could erase years of memories, cause paralysis or 

Calming the Sea-  Bob Boyd 
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end their lives.” He wrote, “The leading edge of the cancer in the brain is like Satan’s legion of troops heading to 
steal and kill a healthy brain laying waste of their faculties like Hitler’s armies destroyed Europe.” 

How would the Apostle Paul have faced terminal cancer? Paul constantly faced death and he wrote, “To live is 
Christ, to die is gain.” He would have faced death and rejoiced about being with Christ in heaven. He wrote, “So 
we fix our eyes on, not what is seen, but what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary but what is unseen is 
eternal.” He focused on eternity. He wrote in Romans 5, “We glory in our sufferings, because we know that 
suffering produces perseverance; 4 perseverance, character; and character, hope.”  

Anticipating the Rapture #1769 
The rapture will transform all believers’ physical bodies into spirit bodies to meet the Lord in the air! Prophecy 
expert Dr David Reagan, founder of Lamb & Lion Ministries and author of Living on Borrowed Time – The 
Imminent Return of Jesus, said, ”The word ‘church’ is used 19 times in the first 3 chapters of the book of 
Revelation but not mentioned after Rev 3. Why? Because the Church has been raptured out.”  

Evangelist Tiff Shuttlesworth says, “There are Biblical patterns where we learn how God repeatedly 
demonstrates His love and character.  

! 1 Thes 4:18 says, “Therefore encourage each other with these words,” referring to being raptured out
before the Great Tribulation. It’s not encouraging if we have to go through the Great Tribulation!

! Christ took our punishment for us, so God won’t punish us again with his wrath in the Great Tribulation!
! God rescued the righteous Lot and his family before God brought judgment on Sodom.
! God rescued Noah and his family before bringing the Great Flood.
! In Rev 3:10, the Lord said to the church in Philadelphia, “Since you have kept my command to endure

patiently, I will keep you from the hour of trial that’s going to come upon the whole world.” The Lord
did not take them through it, but kept them from it.” i.e. from the Great Tribulation.

The RAPTURE could occur at any moment! 
What would happen to America if Christ followers were instantly raptured! What if 
they were pilots flying a huge airplane, or a neurosurgeon doing delicate surgery, or a 
crane operator building a hi-rise. It would be chaos! It would be God’s judgment! Yet 
that’s what’s going to happen. 1st Thessalonians 4:16-17: 
16 For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a loud command, with the 
voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will rise 
first. 17 After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with 
them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air.  

For us, this will be fascinating. Just imagine, being instantly transformed into a body like 

Jesus’ spirit body; no pain, no death, able to pass through walls and speed rapidly 
through space from earth to heaven. As 1st John says, “When He appears, we shall be 

instantly made to be like him.” WOW! God will take us out of these dying bodies and put us into an immortal 
body as easily as we would change our clothes.  

How do we know we are living in the end times? That Jesus is about to return? Rev 11 says that the anti-
Christ kills God’s two witnesses and their bodies lie in the street for 3 ½ days as the whole world looks at them. 

! Before satellite TV, people couldn’t understand how the two witnesses could be seen worldwide all at
once.  Now with satellites, cell phones and the Internet, we can understand how that’s a reality.

! Before computers, people couldn’t understand how the anti-Christ could control all buying and selling
worldwide. Now we can understand how that will happen.

! Before holograms, people couldn’t understand how the false prophet could give the illusion of giving life
to a statue in Rev 13. Now with holograms & virtual reality, we can see how that will happen.

Signs We Are Living in the End Times #1762 
How do we know we are living in the end times? Bible teacher Don Stewart, author of 25 Signs We Are Near the 
End, says, “Never before in human history has there been the technology capable of showing the whole world at 
the same instant in time, watching the two witnesses of Revelation lying dead in the street in Rev 11:9-10.” 

Rapture by Bob Boyd 
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“For three and a half days people from every tribe, language and nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse 
them burial. 10 The inhabitants of the earth will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending each other 
gifts, because these two prophets had tormented those who live on the earth.” Rev 11:9-10

Don Stewart tells of the 40,000 small, ubiquitous, low-level Starlink satellites that will enable everyone around 
the world to see this at the same time. So everyone, all over the earth, who has a cell phone, TV or the Internet 
will be able to see these end times events as they are happening. For past generations, this would be science 
fiction but today is science FACT setting the stage for the fulfillment of Matthew 24, when Jesus said you will see 
the desolation that causes abomination with only the high priest in the Holy of Holies. 

Pastor Billy Crone, author of The Final Countdown –says “AI or artificial intelligence will enable the Antichrist 
to micro manage everyone in the world to see who worships his image and takes his mark to buy or sell. Never 
before has the world been so tied together! AI will make the image of the beast appear to come alive.” 

War on American History #1768

Why are statues of Presidents like Lincoln, Roosevelt and Washington torn down? Are we ashamed of our 
heritage? Feb 21 is President’s Day but few people know or celebrate it. Peter Lillback, author of George 
Washington's Sacred Fire, says Washington was a strong Christian. Lincoln freed the slaves. It’s an attack on our 
nation in an attempt to destroy it by destroying our history.  Washington said, “The two indispensable pillars for 
government are religion and morality.” Peter Marshall, author of The Light and the Glory, describes how God 
supernaturally protected Washington and saved our rag-tag Continental army.  

The Fairy Tale of Evolution #1771

Is the age of the earth important? Some stars are so far from earth that it would take millions of years for their 
light to reach us. Is that proof for an “old earth”? Or did God create star light with age built into it? God created 
Adam and Eve with age built into them. Jesus created wine with age built into it. Many people, including 
Christian leaders, try to fit billions of years into the Genesis account.  Russ Miller, author of It’s About Time – 
How to Believe God’s Word in a Secular World, substantiates the Biblical account through logical and scientific 
answers to man’s origin, sin and death. The amazing universe shows God’s awesome creativity.  The omnipotent 
Creator simply spoke and galaxies whirled into space and the universe was created. 

Evolution’s False Evidence #1766

Scientists have censored and fabricated evidence that disproves evolution. Jack Cuozzo, author 
of Buried Alive – The Startling Truth About Neanderthal Man, was the only creationist who saw 
the original bones used to support evolution, and he says they are fraudulent. Evolutionists 
claimed Neanderthal man was a transitional species. Dr Cuozzo says Neanderthal man was an 
ancient people not a transitional species. They had a different DNA from ours that allowed them 
to live hundreds of years before God shortened mankind’s lifespan before the Great Flood. The 
Lord said, “My Spirit will not contend with humans, for they are mortal; their days will be a 

hundred and twenty years.” Gen 6:3 Dr Cuozzo describes the huge bones of these ancient patriarchs. 
God’s Creative Genius #1767

God brilliantly knit our bodies together to show His creative genius. God’s creative genius in the physical realms 
leads us to want to know Him. Best selling author, Philip Yancy, author of Fearfully and Wonderfully, who 
survived a near fatal car accident, surprisingly talks about the benefits of pain. Until God became flesh as Jesus, 
he had not truly experienced pain and suffering as we do. If you want to know how God feels about our pain and 
suffering, look at how Jesus responded when He was on earth. Without Jesus, we would not know the love of 
God. The inspiration behind “Fearfully” is surgeon Paul Brand.  

Killing Roe #1763 
The Supreme Court decision in Roe v Wade has had a disastrous affect on our nation by killing a whole 
generation of over 62 million babies. Legalizing abortion declared children in their mother are not people and can 
be killed legally. Recently, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments in a case that could overturn Roe. Attorney 
Laura Ingram, host of Fox’s Ingram Angle, says the arguments presented to the court for keeping Roe legal are 
bogus. Senator Josh Hawley says it’s time the American people had the choice. Ted Cruz said he hopes the 
Supremes will turn this issue back to the states to decide on abortion. 
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Great Health Naturally #1761

Public health officials warn that this generation is at greater risk for heart disease and diabetes. Children who eat 
just three hot dogs a week have 9 times the risk of getting leukemia. Overweight youth are at much greater risk of 
getting cancer, heart disease and diabetes. Americans are dieting more but are more overweight than ever which 
increases risks of chronic diseases. Dr Ted Broer, a nutrition expert and biochemist is the author of Maximum 
Fat Loss and Maximum Energy, gives an overview of a good diet and foods to avoid. He warns of Ritalin use for 
ADHD. Lifelong habits are established in youth, yet 27% of young people are too fat to fight in the military. 

Wonder Dogs #1775 
God created dogs not just for fun and companionship but to serve and save people. Dogs can demonstrate God’s 
unconditional love, faithfulness and devotion to people! Maureen Maurer, author of Wonder Dogs-True Stories 
of Extraordinary Assistance Dogs, tells of the amazing dog-named Freedom, a beautiful golden retriever. 

Melanie, a Hawaiian woman who lost her mobility and some of her vision from Lupus disease, was alone in her 
apartment near Diamond Head in Honolulu. As she was cooking, her stove caught fire. She tried to stop it but the 
flames got bigger and her hair caught fire as she tried to put it out. Then her heavy 300 pound motorized wheel 
chair tipped over. She was trapped under it unable to move as the flames and smoke filled the room. She lay 
face down and thought she would burn to death.  

Suddenly, she felt the cold nose of her wonder dog, Freedom, nudge her. 
She looked into Freedom’s eyes – which were full of concern. She said, 
“Freedom go find a phone.” He returned with a stuffed animal sheepishly 
wagging his tail in apology. She took the toy from him and said, 
“PHONE!” “Go find the phone.” She heard him running up the stairs 
looking all over the house. Minutes later he appeared through the smoke 
carrying the phone in his mouth. 

“Good boy!” she said as she called 911. When the fire fighters arrived at the 
front door and the flames were closing in on Melanie, she was gasping for 
air. She told Freedom “Go tug!” He ran into the living room and tugged the 
rope on the front door handle and pulled open the door and led the firemen 

to Melanie.  They let Freedom ride in the ambulance with Melanie. What amazed Melanie wasn’t so much that 
Freedom got the phone or opened the front door – she expected that. What was truly amazing was that Freedom 
lay down next to her, even though the flames were getting closer and closer. Freedom was NOT GOING TO 
LEAVE MELANIE, even with the smoke getting worse. Freedom would have burned to death with her. This 
complete loyalty and love demonstrates the love of our Creator -God. 

Our Unique God 
! God has never lost anything. He has never worried about anything.
! God knows every detail in the future as if it had already happened. Amazing!
! He has never run out of ideas or resources and never will.
! He's a God of incredible creativity, of infinite energy and endless power.
! He knows everything and always has. He has never made a mistake or been surprised.
! God tells us to live with faith in His power and ability not by the things that are seen.

God is a God of inexhaustible imagination. He's a God of incredible creativity and infinite resources. You can 
trust your life to Him! 
Assignment: Love your enemies. Try loving your enemies (and praying for them)- it’ll drive ‘em crazy. Show 
God’s apage love to others even people you don’t know. Each day try to make at least 3 people smile.  Think the 
best about everyone.  Don’t miss an opportunity to hug someone.   Be less angry and more loving toward 
everyone, including yourself.  

In Christ’s Love, 

Bob & Geri Boyd 
Hosts/producers Issues in Education, President NACE 
www.issuesineducation.org  
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